[Effect of anti-HPV16 E6-ribozyme on the sensitivity of cervical carcinoma cell line to chemotherapy].
To study the role of anti-HPV16E6-ribozyme in modulating the sensitivity of cervical carcinoma cell line to chemotherapy. By way of lipofectin transfection, anti-HPV16E6-ribozyme antibody and empty eukaryotic expression plasmids were respectively transfected into CaSKi cells that were designated as CaSKi-R and CaSKi-P cells accordingly. Ribozyme expression in the transfected cells was subsequently observed with RNA dot blot, and the amount of E6 mRNA expression detected by Northern blotting. Cell count was performed for determining the growth rate of the non-transfected and transfected CaSKi cells and colony formation test was employed to examine the sensitivity of the cells to chemotherapy. PI/Annexin V staining was conducted to determine the apoptosis rates of each cell line in response to chemotherapy. As shown by dot blot analysis, stable expression of anti-HPV16E6-ribozyme was achieved in CaSKi-R cells, in which lower E6 mRNA expression level was observed by means of Northern blotting in comparison with those in CaSKi-P and CaSKi cells. Significant slow-down of the growth rate occurred in CaSKi-R cells as compared with the growth rate of the other 2 cell lines, but no differences in relative cloning efficiency and apoptosis rates of the 3 cell lines were observed in response to taxol treatment (P>0.05), while cis-platinum treatment produced comparatively deceased relative cloning efficiency and increased apoptosis rate in CaSKi-R (P<0.01). Transfection by anti-HPVE6-ribozyme may inhibit the growth of CaSKi cells and increase their sensitivity to cis-platinum but not to taxol.